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First Set of 
Lecture/Exam Notes about 
James Joyce’s “The Dead” 
 

Words from the text appear in red.  
Critically important terms are highlighted in yellow. 
 

¶1 • “The Dead” is the longest — and the fifteenth and final — tale in 
James Joyce’s only collection of short stories, entitled Dubliners, which 
was first published in 1914. The highly influential, American-born poet 
and critic T.S. Eliot was but one of many heavyweight literary figures to 
deem “The Dead” a signal literary achievement. Many see it as the 
greatest short story in the English language — period. 
 

¶2 • A “Christmas-time! Christmas-time!” narrative, “The Dead” 
constitutes — according to the late Richard Ellmann —Joyce’s “first great 
song of exile,” for the Dublin-native Joyce composed it while living in 
self-imposed exile from Ireland in Trieste, a seaport city now in 

northeastern Italy, and in Rome. Joyce considered the Ireland of his day to be doubly colonized: politically 
by the British Empire; and religiously by the Roman Catholic Church. “The Dead” features one clearly non-
Roman Catholic character, Mr. Browne, described as being “of the other persuasion” — that is, a Protestant. 
Specifically, he is a member of the Church of Ireland, the Irish equivalent of the Episcopal Church. 
 

The Basic Plot 
 

¶3 • In common with many modern short stories, “The Dead” manifests a simple plot. But there’s a lot more 
“there there” than first meets the eye! A middle-class, middle-aged Dublin Catholic named Gabriel Conroy 
is anxious about delivering the postprandial (i.e. after-dinner) speech at his spinster (i.e. unmarried) aunts’ 
annual holiday “affair” or party. The party consists of: 

(1) a showcase piano performance by a young, unmarried woman, Mary Jane Morkan;  
(2) dancing that uses a five-part set dance, Lancers, with a military name;  
(3) a fancy holiday meal at which Gabriel must carve a “fat brown goose”; and 
(4) Gabriel’s speech as, in effect, the patriarch or “man” of the Morkan family.  

The hosts are Kate and Julia Morkan. Their deceased “elder sister,” Ellen, was Gabriel Conroy’s “serious 
and matronly” mother; and their deceased brother, Pat, was Mary Jane Morkan’s father. Being orphaned, 
the young-adult Mary Jane lives with her two aunts; and the party presents an opportunity for her to seek a 
husband. (Perhaps the professional tenor, Bartell D’Arcy?) Once the party ends, the reader follows Gabriel 
and his wife, Gretta, to a bedroom they’ve taken at the Gresham Hotel on Sackville Street (now O’Connell 
Street), Dublin’s main boulevard. 
 

¶4 • At the party, various living women orbit and unsettle the fairly sophisticated Gabriel, principally: (1) 
his declining aunts; (2) their teenage servant, Lily, twice described as “the caretaker’s daughter”; (3) Molly 
Ivors, a university-educated school teacher (as Gabriel also is); and, last but not least, (4) Gretta, a native of 
the Gaelic (i.e. traditionally Irish) West of Ireland — specifically, a county on the Atlantic Ocean called 
Galway. (By the way: Irish universities were among the world’s first to admit women, such as Molly Ivors.) 
 

¶5 • Having crossing an unusually snowy Dublin after the soiree, Gabriel and Gretta arrive in their Gresham 
bedroom, with the man keenly desiring sex. However, he discovers that traditional Irish music — a piece 
called “The Lass of Aughrim” — overheard as Greta was leaving the party has affected her profoundly. 
Upset, perhaps  even traumatized, she cannot engage in sex, and the reader wonders whether their marriage 
can ever be the same again. The action concludes with Gabriel imagining snow “falling faintly … and faintly 
falling” across the island of Ireland, including on Greta’s native county, Galway. 
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The Opening or Incipit 
 

¶6 •  With its chiasmus (reverse-order repetition of “falling faintly”), “The 
Dead” has one of the most famous endings in all of English-language 
literature. Its opening is also pretty renowned. The opening word, phrase, 
or section of a text is called the incipit. In hand-written medieval 
manuscripts, the incipit was often presented in an enlarged, elaborately 
colored format (see the image on the top left of this page). If blue appears, 
it’s likely that the dye derived from lapis lazuli rock mined in 
Afghanistan!  
 

¶7 • In the case of “The Dead,” we can consider the entire first paragraph 
as constituting the incipit, for it contrasts with the second paragraph. 
While, in a rather formal fashion, the second paragraph calls the hosts 
“the Misses Morkan,” the first paragraph calls them “Miss Kate and Miss 
Julia” — not once, but twice. It seems that each paragraph has its own 
narrator! Who, then, voices the first paragraph or incipit? The first 
paragraph embeds the answer in its initial sentence; indeed, in its initial 

word: “Lily.” Lily authors the incipit; that is, Lily is the authority (or, at least, as close as we get to an 
authority) throughout the incipit. We know this fact for at least four reasons.  
 

¶8 • First Reason • Lily makes a rhetorical or dictional (i.e. word-choice) mistake that a conventional 
literary narrator wouldn’t. In her first sentence, she deploys the word “literally,” where she should 
say “figuratively.” Outside the incipit, she tells Gabriel that she’s “done schooling this year and 
more,” probably meaning that she attended National School (Ireland’s basic state school system) 
until around 14 or 15 years of age. She’s had enough education to know the fancy word literally, but 
not its meaning. 
Second Reason • Essentially, Lily is a servant. Outside the incipit, we learn that she performs 
“housemaid’s work” for the Morkan sisters. However, in the incipit (i.e. when she’s narrating), she 
gives herself as authoritative a title as possible: “the caretaker’s daughter.” Furthermore, she 
highlights the title between a pair of commas. The lily flower is a symbol or (more technically) an 
attribute of the Virgin Mary, so “caretaker” here may evoke God, the ultimate caretaker. (St. Patrick’s 
attribute = shamrock; St. Catherine’s attribute = wheel.)    
Third Reason • Each time Lily mentions her employers, she uses the form of address that a servant 
would: “Miss Kate and Miss Julia.” Outside the incipit, note how she addresses the former woman 
when announcing Gretta: “Miss Kate, here’s Mrs. Conroy.” 
Fourth Reason • Lily deploys a phrase, “[i]t was well for her,” that broadly follows Irish-language (or 
Gaeilge) syntax (Bhí an t-ádh aici = “fortune was upon her”). A conventional literary narrator would 
say, “She was fortunate not to have to ….” English affected by syntactical and other features of 
Gaeilge is called Hiberno-English  due to Hibernia being a Latin name for Ireland. Outside the 
incipit, we learn that Lily has a working-class Dublin accent: “Gabriel smiled at the three syllables 
she [Lily] had given his surname.” 
 

¶9 • Throughout his short stories and novels, Joyce regularly writes a paragraph or other unit of text in the 
manner that the character who dominates that passage would. In other words: If Lily is the focal character, 
then the passage appears as if Lily had authored it; if Gabriel is the focal character, then the passage appears 
as if Gabriel had held the pen. The conventional writer fades away in favor of one of her/his characters. This 
phenomenon is congruent with a loss of trust in authority (government, the church, the military, the media, 
and the like) in the industrial world of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. We speak of the 
“death of the author” — or perhaps more accurately, the “dearth (or lack) of the author.” No longer should 
we assume that words on the page constitute absolute truth and possess utter authority.  
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¶10 • The first critic to remark on how Joyce has a character narrate (in the third person) her/his own focal 
passages was the Canadian scholar (and former U.G.A. professor) Hugh Kenner. He noticed the practice 
with respect to a character called Uncle Charles in Joyce’s quasi-autobiographical novel, A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man. In a book entitled Joyce’s Voices, Kenner coined the phrase, Uncle Charles Principle, 
to mean the application of a character’s voice or idiom to that character’s unit or units of text. Kenner 
explained, “[T]he narrative idiom need not be the [conventional] narrator’s.” With respect to the incipit in 
“The Dead,” we can assert that James Joyce applies the Uncle Charles Principle to Lily. 
 

 
 

Colonial Rape: “The men that is now” 
 

¶11 • After determining that Lily no longer attends school, Gabriel attempts more small-talk with her as she 
takes charge of his snow-dusted coat in the “little pantry” at street level in his aunts’ home: a “dark, gaunt 
house on Usher’s Island,” which is a portion of west-central Dublin alongside the south bank of the River 
Liffey. (The river’s Gaeilge [or Irish-language] name is Life.) He invokes the topic of marriage, but Lily 
reacts with “great bitterness,” flustering Gabriel, who awkwardly attempts to offer her “a coin” as a tip. In 
our era of #MeToo, we can perhaps appreciate Lily’s comment about her experiences in central Dublin as a 
young, unmarried woman: “The men that is now is only all palaver and what they can get out of you.” Two 
questions immediately spring to mind: (1) “What does palaver mean?”; and (2) “Why is Lily so anti-men?”  
 

 

Above: a portion of the entry for palaver in the Oxford English Dictionary, 
a resource available online if you’re logged in to the Georgia Southern network. 

Access it through the Libraries’ website. 
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¶12 • Lily likely feels fear and resentment in her everyday life due to the presence in Dublin of vast numbers 
of young British soldiers, deployed to Ireland by a British government worried that armed Irish 
revolutionaries might stage a rebellion in support of liberating their country from the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland (the U.K.) and creating a sovereign republic . Published in 1914, written in 1907, 
and set (most probably) in early 1904, “The Dead” came before the actual revolution, which began on Easter 
Monday, April 24th, 1916. As the British soldiers waited for a potential uprising, they sought sexual comfort 
from prostitutes. Popularly called Monto (after Montgomery Street), Dublin’s Red Light district became the 
largest in Europe, even importing English women because Irish women couldn’t meet all the demand from 
the military. In his most famous and influential novel, Ulysses, Joyce presents a phantasmagoric version of 
Monto, which he labels Nighttown. For Molly, to leave the house could well mean to be approached for sex 
by one of “[t]he men that is now” — the British soldiers.  
 

¶13 • One can advance an argument that the text places Lily (whose name suggests the Virgin Mary [see ¶8 
above]) in a prostitute-like position. The old aunts oblige her to “attend to” men by (literally) taking off 
their clothes. Furthermore, at the eye-catching end of paragraphs, they ask her (from the “head” of the 
phallic staircase) “who had come” and “had Gabriel or Freddy come.” Once Lily “help[s] him [Gabriel] off 
with his overcoat,” he attempts to reward her service with a coin that, certainly, would have had the head of 
the British monarch, the soldiers’ commander-in-chief, engraved upon it. It may be that another unmarried 
woman, Molly Ivors, “[does] not wear a low-cut bodice” so as to signal to any British soldiers on the street 
that she’s not a prostitute. In fact, to mark herself in public as a type of Irish nationalist, she sports at her 
collar a “large brooch” with “an Irish device [pattern] and motto [probably a phrase in Gaeilge].” Some 
literary critics have argued that Lily may be pregnant, perhaps by a soldier. Certain textual specifics can be 
used to advance that argument, such as the description of her as a “growing girl” and Kate’s remark, “There’s 
that Lily, I’m sure I don’t know what has come over her lately. She’s not the girl she was at all.” 
 

¶14 • Usher’s Island is not adjacent to Monto; however, Lily would have encountered soldiers on a regular 
basis because the largest military barracks in Ireland (perhaps even Europe) — the Royal Barracks, Dublin 
— was situated, on a hill, just northwest of Usher’s Island, across the River Liffey. (Today, that complex 
houses a unit of the National Museum of Ireland.) Several Dublin landmarks receive mention in “The 
Dead,” such as “the Wellington Monument” and “the palace of the Four Courts” (the courts of justice); 
however, the text never acknowledges the huge Royal Barracks, even though its buildings would have been 
apparent to Gabriel when he “retired into the embrasure of the window” to think (and fret) about his 
impending speech. Whoever she/he might be at a given moment in “The Dead,” why does the narrator 
ignore the Royal Barracks? An answer may reside in a characteristic of many twentieth-century short 
stories, namely, the reader’s being obliged to to be an “active reader” and work out, as a private detective 
might, several key clues. Typically, nineteenth (Victorian) novels, such as popular texts by Charles Dickens 
and Anthony Trollope, were long (often serialized over many months in magazines). Their length permitted 
authors to reveal pretty much every detail to readers. In the faster-paced, sound-bite-y twentieth century, 
the reader must do more work — must fill in the gaps, using a variety of strategies, the most important of 
which is close reading. Examples of close reading include paying attention to repeated words and phrases 
(such as “caretaker’s daughter” and “gas”) and using the Oxford English Dictionary to investigate unusual 
words (such as “palaver” and “embrasure”). 
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¶15 • Next-level thinking: Lily as metaphor. We can read any work of 
literature at the level of plot: “what happens when?”; “who causes what to 
happen?”; “how do characters act and react?” However, we must also be 
ready to interpret plot details as (potentially complex) metaphors. Words 
used to indicate the practice of interpretation include hermeneutics  and 
exegesis. “The Dead” invites us to engage in interpretation, for as the 
guests are preparing to exit the party, Gabriel observes Gretta coming 
down the stairs of the Usher’s Island house and wonders to himself, 
“[W]hat is a woman standing on the stairs in the shadow, listening to 
distant music, a symbol of.” Note that this symbol is complex; its 
components include a woman, stairs, shadow, and music.  
 

¶16 • We’ll return to the listening Greta later, but let’s now focus on Lily. 
Her anxiety about “[t]he men that is now” can readily be interpreted as 
symbolic of — or as paralleling — Ireland’s anxiety about British 
colonization, especially when effected and/or enforced by military 
violence. Given that Lily faces a real threat of sexual violation by British 
soldiers (thousands of whom are garrisoned just across the river), we can 

posit Lily as Ireland, with its (or “her”) land/body and culture/soul at risk of British colonial “rape.” In a 
poem entitled “Act of Union,” from around 1973, the Nobel Prize-winning Irish writer Seamus Heaney 
implies the notion of rape to express the relationship between the island of Great Britain as the colonizer 
and its smaller island neighbor, Ireland, as the colonized. The poem’s voice is Great Britain. Note the sexual 
innuendo in the highlighted terms from a few selected lines:   

• “I am the tall kingdom over your shoulder” (line 9);  
• “I caress | The heaving province [Ulster, Ireland’s northern province] where our past has grown” 
(lines 7-8);   
• “I am still imperially | Male …. | The rending process in the colony, | The battering ram, the boom 
burst from within” (lines 15-18)  

 

Gabriel’s Identity: “she had found out the secret” 
 

¶17 • Generally, it is Gabriel who remarks on major buildings and monuments. Yet, while at the window 
previewing his after-dinner speech (about “Irish hospitality”), he doesn’t acknowledge the huge, hulking 
Royal Barracks on the nearby hill. Why ever not? This scene is very short, but it’s very important. To help 
us dig deeper, we should (initially) note that a word that gets repeated with respect to Gabriel is secret. It 
appears three times, two of which are the following.  

• In a state of erotic excitement en route to the hotel, Gabriel recollects past sexual encounters with 
Gretta: “Moments of their secret life together burst like stars upon his memory.”  
• Earlier, he realizes that Molly Ivors has twigged that he is the “G.C.” who authors a “literary 
column” for the Daily Express newspaper: “[S]he had found out the secret.”  

The question becomes: Is there something “secret” about Gabriel to be “found out” in relation to the fact 
that in the “embrasure of the window” passage about him (probably, authored by him), the Royal Barracks 
and, by extension, the “men that is now” garrisoned there receive no mention? At the window, Gabriel may 
be contemplating “Irish hospitality” as a theme, but many in Dublin and Ireland had no desire to extend 
hospitality to British troops and the colonial ideology they not only represented but were trained to enforce 
at the point of a gun. It’s fascinating that Gabriel’s rehearsal of the “headings” for his speech includes “Irish 
hospitality, sad memories, … [and] the quotation from Browning.”  While the Browning in question is the 
English poet, Robert Browning (1812-1889), Browning is also the name of a U.S. inventor, John M. 
Browning (1855-1926), who designed firearms (manufactured by such companies as Colt and Winchester), 
some of which the British army used. 
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¶18 • The choice of the noun (or substantive) embrasure seems to accord 
with the Uncle Charles Principle. Almost certainly, Lily wouldn’t know 
that architectural term; but the university-educated Gabriel, an 
aficionado of Robert Browning’s poetry, would. It’s just the kind of word 
he’d use if given the opportunity to narrate his presence in “The Dead.” 
The noun embrasure features twice in one of Browning’s most famous 
and difficult narrative poems: the long work entitled Sordello (1840), set 
in medieval Lombardy (northern Italy), which is divided into six units 
called “Books.” In one instance, a male warrior protagonist named 
Salinguerra, wearing a “vest” of “steel,” looks “[t]hrough the embrasure 
northward” — just like Gabriel! — in an act that reveals his head, 
distinguished by “comely brown | Large massive locks” of hair: (1) that 
are “glossy”; (2) that are “divided” by “[a] sharp white line” made by his 
basnet or helmet; and (3) that “swe[ep] | Curling and fine about [his] 
brow.” While Salinguerra is “bearded” and Gabriel clean-shaven (or 
“hairless” in the “face”), their respective hairdos are strikingly similar: 
“[Gabriel’s] glossy black hair was parted in the middle and brushed in a 

long curve behind his ears where it curled slightly beneath the groove left by his hat.” Simply put: James 
Joyce’s Gabriel is a modern version of Robert Browning’s warrior Salinguerra (who’s the father of the title 
character, Sordello). We get a sense of Salinguerra’s ferocity as a combatant from other passages in 
Browning’s poem. Consider, for example: “Old Salinguerra in the town once more | Uprooting, 
overturning, flame before [him], | Blood … beneath him.” Worth noting is that Salinguerra fought against 
forces loyal to the Pope. In “The Dead,” Julia is “fiercely” angry because, in November 1903, Pope Leo X 
had barred women from singing in church choirs, causing Julia to lose an income stream. 
 

¶19 • If Gabriel is the author of the “embrasure of the window” passage, he could as easily have written 
“Gabriel … went to the window” as what we actually read: “Gabriel … retired into the embrasure of 
window.” Deploying embrasure renders the scene military in tone because, in a medieval castle, an 
embrasure was a wall-opening for shooting defensive arrows. So, is it possible that Gabriel is literally a 
warrior, just as — to give him a fuller name — Salinguerra Torelli (sometime ruler of the city of Ferrara) 
was? The answer is “yes,” but a secret warrior. Positioned in what, compellingly, is deemed an embrasure, 
Gabriel might be interpreted as doing reconnaissance on (i.e. scoping out) a high-value enemy target: the 
Royal Barracks. 
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¶20 • Molly Ivors is an Irish cultural nationalist, part of a movement known in retrospect as the Irish 
Cultural Revival, which began around the 1880s. Having lost faith with British rule, primarily due to the 
Gorta Mór (the Great Hunger or potato famine of the 1840s), many Irish wanted to replace British culture 
and education in Ireland with the native patrimony. Apparently, Molly is committed to the Gaelic League 
(founded in 1893), which sought to revive Gaeilge, an ancient language (unlike English, which is a modern 
language). As the son of a man who worked for Dublin’s “Port and Docks” authority, Gabriel understands 
that English helps Ireland trade internationally; however, just because he has little enthusiasm for reviving 
Gaeilge doesn’t mean that Gabriel wants Ireland to remain part of the U.K.  
 

¶21 • One can provide evidence that Gabriel is likely a physical-force nationalist. This type of nationalist is 
committed to using guns and bombs, usually in the context of guerilla warfare advanced by local units 
(called flying columns) affiliated with a national-level paramilitary organization, oath-bound to secrecy, 
among other precepts In post-Great Hunger Ireland, the leading oath-bound paramilitary organization 
acting (as much as possible) in secret was the Irish Republican Brotherhood (I.R.B.), founded on St. Patrick’s 
Day of 1858 by James Stephens, among others. It relied for much funding on a sibling organization in 
America, known as Clan na Gael (“the Irish family”). We use the umbrella term Fenianism  (or The Fenians) 
when referring to these two organizations. Fenianism had little time for negotiating or compromising with 
the British Empire; it believed that revolution was the only language the Empire would listen to.  
 

¶22 • Military diction permeates “The Dead.” Consider, for example, how the “American apples” at the 
“center of the [dinner] table” resemble “sentries,” a comparison that may suggest the central support role 
that Clan na Gael in America provided for the I.R.B. in Ireland. If Gabriel is a member of the I.R.B., he 
would be obliged to keep the fact secret. In the early twentieth century, the organization’s members included 
university graduates. Like Gabriel, Patrick Pearse, the I.R.B.’s principal leader during the Easter 1916 Rising, 
“had taken his degree in the Royal University,” an Irish institution serving mainly Catholics. By contrast 
with the inebriated Freddy Mallins, Gabriel takes care of his body, as if readying it for revolutionary struggle. 
He avoids sugary foods: “As Gabriel never ate sweets [dessert] the celery had been left for him.” His “tallish” 
body is “stout,” an adjective that, here, likely means well-built, even muscular. Certainly, we learn that he 
“mak[es]” his son “do the dumb-bells” (i.e. lift weights) and “forc[es]” his daughter “to eat the stirabout” — 
that is, healthy oatmeal. Note the coercive nature of the verbs: make; force. Gabriel is capable — and knows 
that he’s capable — of physical violence. In a disturbing moment in the hotel bedroom, frustrated that 
Gretta is proving unresponsive to his lust, he contemplates “overmaster[ing]” his wife. We’ll return to this 
“mate rape” scenario later, but one should note terms expressing and/or implying violence throughout the 
relevant passage: 

 

 

Above: “take her” means “force her to have sex” • Gabriel and Gretta are discussing 
a small financial consideration (one pound sterling) loaned by Gabriel to Freddy Mallins. 
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¶23 • Gabriel’s concern with diet and exercise may derive from his 
involvement in the Gaelic Athletic Association (G.A.A.), founded in 1884 
as the first major organization of the Irish Cultural Revival. The text 
doesn’t make an explicit connection between Gabriel and the G.A.A., but 
the organization became (and remains) hugely popular. If the Gaelic 
League focused on reviving Gaeilge, Ireland’s indigenous language, the 
Gaelic Athletic Association focused on reviving hurling (or hurley) and 
peile (Gaelic football), plus Ireland’s other indigenous sports. Due to its 
production of healthy, disciplined young men, the G.A.A. was attractive 
to the Irish Republican Brotherhood, and in 1887 the Brotherhood 
attempted to take full control of the G.A.A.’s Central Council. After the 
Easter 1916 Rising, a British Royal Commission of inquiry into its causes 
identified the G.A.A. as one of four major suppliers of rebels.  
 

¶24 • Whether or not Gabriel participates in the G.A.A., he is manifestly 
sporty: an advocate of “the dumb-bells” and a participant in long-
distance cycling. Contrast Gabriel’s body with Freddy Malins’s, which 

resembles the simian (ape-like) caricatures of “Paddies” (or Stage Irishmen) that the British cartoon press 
and comic theater used to unsubtly infer the racial and moral inferiority of the Irish and, thus, justify their 
colonial subjugation by the superior, fully evolved English: “[Freddy’s] face was fleshy and pallid, touched 
with color only at the thick hanging lobes of his ears and at the wide wings of his nose. He had coarse 
features, a blunt nose, a convex and receding brow, tumid and protruded lips.”  

 

 
 

¶25 • Gabriel rebuffs Molly Ivors’s suggestion that he should spend the summer on the Gaeilge-speaking 
Aran Islands, in the Atlantic Ocean, off the coast of County Galway, by explaining, “[E]very year I go for a 
cycling tour with some fellows” to “France or Belgium or perhaps Germany.” Molly likely has in mind a 
Gaelic League language-instruction summer school for adults in a Gaeltacht (or fully Gaeilge-speaking 
zone). Such schools were coed and gained a reputation for providing opportunities for romantic and even 
sexual contact. (Perhaps Molly finds the “stout” Gabriel physically attractive?) By contrast, Gabriel’s 
European cycling vacation is distinctly male, and while the “fellows” he rather cryptically invokes may be 
regular friends, it’s also possible that they’re I.R.B. associates. Note that in the late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth centuries, bicycles were essential to military and paramilitary units. The British army raised its 
first bicycle unit, a volunteer squad, in 1888. In Ireland, training for revolutionary action could mean 
developing the ability and stamina to use bikes for infantry, scouting, messengering, first-aid, and other 
combat-related purposes. For example: during the Easter Rising, one rebel commander dispatched cycle 
units to destroy critical railway targets. Irish economic and cultural nationalists advocated the purchase of 
Irish-manufactured brands of bicycle, the two principal ones being Pierce of Wexford Town and Lucania 
(the John O’Neill manufactory) of Dublin. 
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¶26 • When (not “if”) we closely read Gabriel’s revelation about his 
cycling vacation, we note a couple of interesting adverbs: “perhaps” and 
“awkwardly.” The former immediately precedes “Germany,” the third 
and final country that Gabriel invokes; and the latter follows shorty after. 
By contrast with France and Belgium, Germany features with some 
hesitancy. Why might Gabriel frame Germany with “perhaps” and 
manifest awkwardness vis-à-vis that country? When Molly responds to 
Gabriel, she ignores Germany, almost as if she also feels awkward about 
it. In a way, she replaces Gabriel’s third country, Germany, with his “own 
land” or Ireland. 

“Well, we usually go to France or Belgium or perhaps 
Germany,” said Gabriel awkwardly. 

“And why do you go to France and Belgium,” said Miss Ivors, 
“instead of visiting your own land?” 

“Well,” said Gabriel, “it’s partly to keep in touch with the 
languages [French, Dutch, German] and partly for a change.” 
In the case of Germany, the “change” to which Gabriel refers may have much to do with Ireland (what Molly 
calls “your own land.”) For the I.R.B. and a related organization — the Irish Volunteers (founded in 1913, 
after Joyce wrote “The Dead”) — Germany was a critical source of arms. It’s conceivable that Gabriel’s 
awkwardness about Germany has to do with wishing to keep secret from Molly the use of the “cycling tour” 
as a mechanism for him and “some fellows” to negotiate arms-purchases designed to bring about 
revolutionary “change” in Ireland. Gabriel may be convinced of the necessity of deploying German guns to 
take aim at the British soldiers stationed in the Royal Barracks, who pose a threat to Ireland (metaphorically 
understood as a woman), as well as to flesh-and-blood Irish women, not least the supposedly virginal Lily, 
who has become “bitter” too young in life. 
 

¶27 • The Irish Republican Brotherhood maintained an Armaments Subcommittee to procure weapons. 
One of the most famous gun-running incidents in the lead-up to the Easter 1916 Rising was the Irish 
Volunteers’ daylight landing of 1,500 Mauser rifles 
from Hamburg, Germany, on a private yacht (the 
Asgard) at Howth Harbor, just outside Dublin, on July 
26th, 1914. The deal had been made in Hamburg by 
Darrell Figgis and Roger Casement, two Irish 
nationalists who (like Mr. Browne in “The Dead”) 
were Protestant, not Catholic. However, the 
operation’s mastermind was Bulmer Hobson, another 
Irish-nationalist Protestant (specifically, a Quaker). 
Hobson was a member of the I.R.B.’s Supreme 
Council and a founding member of the Irish 
Volunteers. He leveraged the latter to take delivery of 
the firearms, using bicycles for transportation! 
 

¶28 • In conclusion, let’s connect the dots between 
Gabriel’s invocation of “Browning” in the “embrasure 
of the window” passage and the repeated word “Belgium” in the “cycling tour” passage. While Germany 
constituted a fairly ready source of armaments for Irish rebels, primarily because of the political rivalry 
between the German and British empires, Belgium was a major producer of guns.  
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¶29 • John M. Browning may have been American, but a Belgian 
company, Fabrique Nationale de Herstal (or, simply, F.N.), 
manufactured many of his designs. Such guns were often called Browning 
Belgians, and we know that James Joyce was aware of the use of a 
Browning Belgian (or F.N.) 1900 single-action, semi-automatic pistol in 
a much-reported political assassination in Helsinki, the capital of 
Finland, on June 16th, 1904. As we’ll discuss later, the action in “The 
Dead” most likely occurs on January 5th and 6th, 1904; but Joyce used June 
16th of that year as the temporal setting for most of what occurs in his 
second and most renowned novel, Ulysses (first published in 1922). Joyce 
fans celebrate him on June 16th each year, calling the day Bloomsday, after 
Leopold (“Poldy”) Bloom, the central protagonist in Ulysses, a work that 
also mentions certain characters from “The Dead” (Gabriel, Gretta, Julia, 
Kate, and Bartell d’Arcy). Ulysses also brings up the Helsinki 
assassination that made international news on the original Bloomsday. 
 

¶30 • Irish nationalists were conscious of and sometimes in 
communication with nationalist movements in other regions and countries, such as the region of Bengal in 
northeast India, which (like Ireland) was colonized by the British Empire. Finland was closer to home and 
of keen interest. In a nutshell, here’s what happened. As part of Finland’s struggle to become independent 
from the Russian Empire, a 29-year-old Finnish nationalist named Eugen Schauman assassinated the 
principal Russian representative in Finland, Governor General Nikolai Bobrikov (aged 65), on the morning 
of June 16th, 1904, and then (as he had planned) killed himself at the scene. The son of a Finnish senator, 
Schauman worked as a civil service accountant and enjoyed a reputation for athletics and marksmanship. 
For decades after Russia acquired Finland (in 1809), it allowed the country considerable autonomy; 
however, performing as a dictator, Bobrikov attempted to imposed upon Finns Russia’s culture, language, 
currency, and more. To advance the program of Russification, Bobrikov shuttered numerous Finnish 
newspapers and oversaw attempts to conscript young Finnish men into the Russian armed services. The 
assassination occurred in the Finnish Senate building in Helsinki, and historians see it as a crucial step 
towards Finland’s declaring independence on December 6th, 1917. On the day of Bobrikov’s assassination, 
the pro-Russian Helsinki police charged the Finnish composer Jean Sibelius with “unwarranted happiness,” 
and almost immediately Sibelius began crafting a requiem in Schauman’s honor. 
 

¶31 • A comparison between Eugen Schauman and Gabriel Conroy is strengthened if we consider the 
matter of language. Many saw (and see) Schauman as a first-order Finnish patriot, but he spoke Swedish, 
not Finnish. Gabriel avers that “Irish [Gaeilge] is not my language,” yet that fact should not exclude him 
from participation in Irish nationalism. When Gabriel goes on to declare that he’s “sick of [his] own 
country, sick of it,” he may simply be channeling the chronic frustration that I.R.B. members felt about 
nationalist efforts that shied away from the gun and bomb. In other words, he may be sick not of Ireland 
per se but of Irish nationalists sidetracked from the true and immediate priority — national liberation; a 
sovereign republic — by lesser and/or ineffective forms of nationalism (such as language-revivial). 
 

¶32 • As Gabriel and Gretta travel by horse-taxi to the Gresham hotel, they pass the snow-touched statue of 
the most influential Irish politician of the pre-Great Hunger nineteenth century: Daniel O’Connell (1775-
1847). O’Connell was a native speaker of Gaeilge; however, acknowledging (in 1833) that English was “the 
medium of all modern  communication,” he declared himself ready to “witness without a sigh the gradual 
disuse of Irish.” Gabriel’s language politics likely accord with O’Connell’s. 
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¶33 • Gabriel may address O’Connell’s statue “gaily”; however, the term he articulates, “[g]ood-night,” 
signals a parting from O’Connell. This breaking away (note that “[g]ood-night” is broken by a hyphen) 
makes sense in that physical-force nationalists (of whom, we’re arguing, Gabriel is one) deemed O’Connell 
profoundly problematic because he rejected violence as a means of effecting Irish independence. In 1796, 
O’Connell asserted that “[t]he altar of liberty crumbles when it is cemented only with blood.” O’Connell 
pioneered strategies of non-violent resistance for national and political ends, and the examples of his 
campaigns influenced Frederick Douglass (a direct 
acolyte), Mahatma Gandhi, and Martin Luther King, Jr. 
King’s August 1963 March on Washington (where he 
delivered the “I Have a Dream” speech) was modeled on 
O’Connell’s peaceful mass gatherings, known as Monster 
Meetings. If Gabriel is building a fighting physique, is 
engaging in arms-procurement on the Continent of 
Europe, and is viewing the Royal Barracks as if from an 
embrasure, then he is taking leave of Daniel O’Connell’s 
peaceful-resistance ideology. 

Summary 
In this unit, we have:  
(1) rehearsed the basic plot structure of “The Dead”;  
(2) examined the story’s incipit in terms of the Uncle 
Charles Principle;  
(3) revealed why Lily, who may be a symbol of Ireland, is 
anxious about “[t]he men that is now”; and  
(4) built an argument that Gabriel has a secret life as a 
revolutionary — that, most likely, he’s a member of the 
Irish Republican Brotherhood (i.e. a Fenian). 
 

Gabriel’s family name, Conroy, is a transliteration (as opposed to a translation) into English of a Gaeilge 
family name that may mean “hound of the plain” or “keeper of the hound.” However, one can deconstruct 
it as: (1) con in the sense of evidence against, as in “pros and cons,” plus (2) roy, meaning king. While 
Gabriel’s antipathy towards Molly’s cultural nationalism may suggest that he is with (another meaning of 
con) the king of United Kingdom; his secret allegiance may, in fact, be to the physical-force or 
“unreconstructed” radicals oath-bound in opposition to the king, then Edward VII, eldest son of the late 
Queen Victoria.  

 

••• 


